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Editorial

Computing is emerging as a major paradigm with numerous applications perhaps the most significant in the history of science and technology. Computing often produce output in many forms the practices in this field differ from one to other discipline. The processes and means through which computing domain produce, store, process and modify knowledge lead to the birth of many interdisciplinary sciences which often are eclectic and anarchistic. Whether this process is in infancy or matured, but so far there is no consensus on whether studies of such processes belong to the field of computer science or not.

In this backdrop this issue of Journal of Digital Information Management also has a few papers on related domains. People perhaps suggest expanding the horizons of computer science with meta-knowledge derived from perspectives from other disciplines.

With this perspective we published 15 interesting research pieces in this issue. Based on a selection of science and technology studies and case studies from the history of computing, an argument is made that understanding the social processes that create and maintain computer science is an important part of understanding computer science. Thus many papers in this issue have different and unique ACM Computing Classification Numbers. Hopefully ACM can come up with more expansion of its taxonomy so that all knowledge pieces are represented in its nomenclature and notations.

Hope all the papers of this issue generate good discussions.
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